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A BURNING CIRCULARITY

By Suzanne Johnston

Her slender body leans slightly to the left as the train follows the fence line of a grassy pasture

dotted with cotton ball sheep. We move so fast I can barely make out their number or size.

Bleating ghosts guarding this well-travelled track.

She pops tiny Ritz crackers stuffed with cheese into her mouth, smiling each time she

eats one, as if they share a delicate little secret. The white fingertips of her gloves glow

orange from the fake cheese. Does she habitually eat with her hands covered or is she hiding

some ugliness? The air conditioning in the rail car wheezes. It’s too hot for gloves. Crumbs

scatter  across the large fabric bag on her lap pressed against her body.

Is she watching me, watch her? Maybe this slow and thoughtful display is for my benefit.

I’m hooked, regardless.

The sweaty can of Coke I hold numbs the cigarette burn on my hand. I feel guilty when I

take a sip. Before I left, Sheila said I wasn’t to eat the snacks. “Your waistline.” Her voice grinds
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behind my ears, even from miles away. I purposefully book these trips on weekends when she

has to work.

“What about next weekend?” she asked, sucking on her cigarette, when I’d lied again

about my forgetfulness.

But there was no way around it. “Your mother is coming to visit,” I pressed. “And

besides, do you really want to follow me around antique stores? You hate the smell.”

Settled.

Sheila would not come.
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“Would you like some?” The woman’s outstretched hand hovers over our shared tray

table. The small package rests in her palm, open towards me.

I’m sure my face lights up, exposing my wounded soul, desperate for connection. The

humidity in the car leaves footprints across my brow. I resist wiping them off for fear I’ll

contaminate my only clean hand, stopping this interaction in its tracks.

“I haven’t had these in ages.” I hold out my hand and she cups the underside of it,

shaking out a few crackers from the bag. “Not since I was a kid.”

She sits back in her seat. “No one takes the train anymore.” Her words exhale like a long

sigh and disappear into the elongated sound of the train’s whistle.

“Come again?”

“Train,” she says louder, more clearly. “No one takes the train anymore.” A hint of

disappointment in her phrasing. Her troubled eyes fix on a memory far beyond the train window.

“Why is that, do you think?” I ask, following her gaze but seeing only my dull reflection.  “Well

I think it’s obvious, don’t you?”
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She waits for me to respond. Sheila doesn’t ever ask my opinion, whether on politics or

books or what thread count our sheets ought to be. If I muster a response, a sarcastic jab or a

pinch or slap is returned. A habit she’s inherited from her mother, along with poor vision and

curly hair that spirals out from her head like exposed seat coils and a habit of burning everything.

I still miss that house.

“Cars and inefficiency?” I guess.

She tilts her head side to side, agreeing but not agreeing. “I believe we’ve lost our sense



of time,” she says and before I can inquire further adds, “We’re running here and there and

looking at our phones—did I tell you I don’t even own a phone?” It’s as if we’ve been talking for

hours instead of minutes.

“I hate my phone.” Does she believe me? I don’t believe me. I can feel it against my

heart, in my shirt pocket, burning a hole. Short pulses alert me Sheila is trying to reach me, to

ask when I’ll be home, what I’m doing, whom I’m with.

The woman removes her wide-brimmed hat and sets it on the empty seat next to her. An

odd accessory for this day and age. The type of fancy hat women wear to royal weddings and

derbys. A large exotic thing with a colourful feather stuck in the side. Peacock? She fishes out a

pair of oversized sunglasses from her fabric bag and slides them on.

Sheila wears black. “To blend in,” she once replied to a question I never asked. Maybe I

looked at her with disapproving eyes. I have those on from time to time, when they aren’t on the

defence. My eyes she can’t control. I think it drives her crazy. Is that why our house burned until

only ashes and charred fragments of our life together remained? I can still feel the heat against

my face.
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I sense a warm hand on my cheek. I must have drifted off. Her hand rests on the spot

where I’d felt a lick of flame.

“Why are you here?” she asks.

Our knees touch.

Then they don’t.

She rests back against her seat, crackers in hand, as if the question was never asked. Had



I imagined it? Would it be strange to respond, now that she seems engrossed in her snack again?

“I’ve run away again,” I reply.

She glances at me, orange fingers hidden in the package.

“I’m going to see my grandmother,” she says.

We plunge into darkness. A howling fills the cabin as the train speeds through a tunnel.

“You’re what?” I lean in.

“To see my grandmother.” Her words are abruptly loud as we shoot out the other side of

the tunnel. “She lives in a home now. Ninety-one. Refuses to eat anything but peas and donuts.”

“Aren’t you going to ask me what I’ve run away from?”

“Weren’t you going to tell me?”

“Suppose I hadn’t.”

“Suppose you hadn’t.” She looks away again, lost in the blurring of time as fields

transition to small towns to fields to highways to fields to fields to fields.  “I thought

you’d be worried that I’d run away,” I say, annoyed at her indifference. “You’re certainly

old enough to do it.”

I pull a book out from my leather satchel and prop it open on my lap. My only book that

survived the fire because I’d been reading it when Sheila, in a blinding rage, struck a match
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against the hearth. “This will hurt me as much as it hurts you,” she said. The fire spread quickly

in the study, feeding on my books. Back then, they were my only escape. The one thing I had left

after she’d chased away my friends and offended my family. I spent more time with them than I

did with her, so she took them away too. I have nothing. I have Sheila.

“Don’t be that way,” the woman says, still not looking at me. Where is her mind now, if



not in this train car with me?

I offer her silence.

“Where will you go?” she asks.

Around and around and around.

“To Mexico?”

“Why would I go there?” I say.

She shrugs. “It seems a good place to hide.”

“I’ve always wanted to see Georgia.” I hadn’t. It just sounds far.

“Like the song.”

“Like the song.”

The train slows. She pulls off her white gloves and stuffs them into her fabric bag with

the big hat. I look for imperfections, but see none. She takes out a baseball cap and tugs it on her

head, brim pushing against her sunglasses. The gloves now seem like a prop, part of another

story. The squeal of brakes against the wheels signals the end. She makes to leave the car, taking

care not to touch anything as she stands, then stops and turns around.

“Would you like to visit my grandmother?”

I hesitate. If I veer off track now, Sheila will notice supper missing from the table.
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“To Georgia.” She holds out the half-eaten package of crackers. “Good luck with your

escape.”

I take the package. “And you with yours.” She smiles and hurries down the corridor.

Through the window I see her step from the train, clutching the fabric bag against her body



and looks up and down the track.

Then she’s gone and I’m alone, moving at great speeds from one deserted platform to the

next. Four more stops and I’m back to where I started. I nibble on the crackers and consider their

shape. Around and around. What would happen if I really went to Georgia? Or wherever I’d said

I was going to a different stranger in the same train car last week. Where the only bruise would

be on a peach and I, a distant memory, and Sheila, a match without a hearth to strike.
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